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Abstract 

 
             This paper presents a face detection technique 

based on two techniques: wavelet Gabor filter for 

extract features from the localized facial image 

and neuro fuzzy system used as classifier 

depending on the features that extract , where it is 

used to determine the faces in the input image by 

draw boxes  around the faces. The neurofuzzy 

network will be train on 128 image (69 face and 

59 non face, size of each image  16*27 pixel in 

gray scale , this mean it trained to choose between 

two classes “face” and “non-face” images. 

    Our approach has been tested on eight common 

images with different face number in image and 

different number of fuzzy set. We got the best 

detection rate is 89.3% in case threshold equal 0.2 

and in case number of fuzzy set equal 2. The 

stages of this work are implemented in MATLAB 

7.0 environment. 

 

Key Words- Face detection, Gabor wavelet, 

Neurofuzzy Network. 

1. Introduction 
     In recent years, face recognition has attracted 

much attention and its research has rapidly 

expanded by not only engineers but also 

neuroscientists, since it has many potential 

applications in computer vision communication 

and automatic access control system. Especially, 

face detection is an important part of face 

recognition as the first step of automatic face 

recognition which mean segments the face areas 

from the background. However, face detection is 

not straightforward because it has lots of 

variations of image appearance, such as pose 

variation (front, non-front), occlusion, image 

orientation, illuminating condition and facial 

expression. 

     Many novel methods have been proposed to 

resolve each variation listed above. For example, 

the template-matching methods are used for face 

localization and detection by computing the 

correlation of an input image to a standard face 

pattern. The feature invariant approaches are 

used for feature detection of eyes, mouth, ears, 

nose, etc. The appearance-based methods are 

used for face detection with eigenface, neural 

network and information theoretical approach. 

Nevertheless, implementing the methods 

altogether is still a great challenge[1]. 

     Recently, several researchers introduced 

Neural Network (NN) and Fuzzy Logic (FL) 

systems for different tasks of image processing. 

Both NN and FL systems are aimed at exploiting 

human-like knowledge processing capability. 

Where, NN concentrate on the structure of human 

brain, i.e., on the hardware whereas FL system 

concentrate on software . A common way to apply 

a learning algorithm to fuzzy system is to 

represent it in a special NN like architecture, 

usually the NeuroFuzzy (NF) network has a 

number of layers, and each layer represents one or 

more steps of FL system[2][3]. Researchers 

proposed many different models of neurofuzzy for 

face detection, in the following recent works:  

 J. S. Taur  and C. W. Tao  propose a 

neuro-fuzzy classifier (NEFCAR) that 

utilizes positive and negative rules with 

different rule importance to create the 

decision boundaries between different 

classes. The proposed classifier is applied 

to two applications. The first one is the 

Fisher iris data classification, and the 

second one is an on-line face detection 

and recognition application. Good 

classification results are obtained in both 

applications. In the on-line face detection 

and recognition system, two NEFCAR's 

are utilized: a two-class and a multi-class 

NEFCAR's are adopted to detect the face 

and recognize the face, respectively. The 

color of skin and the motion information 

are taken into consideration heuristically 

to improve the effectiveness of the face 

location algorithm[4]. 

      X. Zhu and D. Ramanan present a 

unified model for face detection, pose 

estimation, and landmark estimation in 

real-world, cluttered images. this model is 

based on a mixtures of trees with a shared 

pool of parts; in the model every facial 

http://dl.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81100469111&coll=DL&dl=ACM&trk=0&cfid=167718623&cftoken=68421517
http://dl.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81100159538&coll=DL&dl=ACM&trk=0&cfid=167718623&cftoken=68421517
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~xzhu
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~dramanan
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landmark as a part and use global 

mixtures to capture topological changes 

due to viewpoint. The researchers  show 

that tree-structured models are 

surprisingly effective at capturing global 

elastic deformation, while being easy to 

optimize unlike dense graph structures. 

They present extensive results on standard 

face benchmarks, as well as a new "in the 

wild" annotated dataset, that suggests  a 

system advances the state-of-the-art, 

sometimes considerably, for all three 

tasks. Though  their model is modestly 

trained with hundreds of faces, it 

compares favorably to commercial 

systems trained with billions of examples 

(such as Google Picasa and face.com)[5] 

 Olivier J. Bernier, Jean-Emmanuel 

Viallet, and Michel present approach, 

which obtains state of the art results, is 

based on a new neural network model: 

the Constrained Generative Model 

(CGM). Generative, since the goal of 

the learning process is to evaluate the 

probability that the model has 

generated the input data, and 

constrained since some 

counterexamples are used to increase 

the quality of the estimation 

performed by the model. To detect 

side view faces and to decrease the 

number of false alarms, a conditional 

mixture of networks is used[6].  

 In  this  paper  we  are  interested  by  using 

neurofuzzy network in  order  to  achieve  

image classification and wavelet Gabor filter 

for extract features from the localized facial 

image instead neural network. We used 

Matlab to programming our work.  

     The outline of this contribution is as follows: 

in the section 2 will be explain Need for Neuro–

Fuzzy Integrationwhy while the section 3 the 

wavelet Gabor filter  will be discussed  and a brief 

description of the NF network which is used in 

our work with the basic steps of its learning 

algorithm will be given in section 4. Section 5 

will describe the strategy that is used to 

initialization of neuro fuzzy network. In the 

section 6 describe training and testing the 

proposed NF schemes and the results and test 

using the proposed NF schemes will be described 

also in this section Finally, section 7 contains 

some remarks and conclusions.      

  

      

2. Neural network and  fuzzy system 
     Both neural networks and fuzzy systems are 

dynamic, parallel processing systems that estimate 

input–output functions. They estimate a function 

without any mathematical model and learn from 

experience with sample data. A fuzzy system 

adaptively infers and modifies its fuzzy 

associations from representative numerical 

samples. Neural networks, on the other hand, can 

blindly generate and refine fuzzy rules from 

training data [7]. Hayashi and Buckley [8] proved 

that 1) any rule-based fuzzy system may be 

approximated by a neural net and 2) any neural 

net (feedforward, multilayered) may be 

approximated by a rule-based fuzzy system.  Jang 

and Sun [9] have shown that fuzzy systems are 

functionally equivalent to a class of radial basis 

function (RBF) networks, based on the similarity 

between the local receptive fields of the network 

and the membership functions of the fuzzy 

system. 

     Fuzzy systems can be broadly categorized into 

two families. The first includes linguistic models 

based on collections of IF–THEN rules, whose 

antecedents and consequents utilize fuzzy values. 

It uses fuzzy reasoning and the system behavior 

can be described in natural terms. The Mamdani 

model [10] falls in this group. The second 

category, based on Sugeno-type systems [11], 

uses a rule structure that has fuzzy antecedent and 

functional consequent parts.  

     Neural networks, like fuzzy systems, are 

excellent at developing human-made systems that 

can perform information processing in a manner 

similar to our brain. In fact, the concept 

of ANN’s was inspired by biological neural 

networks (BNN’s), which are inherently 

nonlinear, highly parallel, robust and fault 

tolerant. A BNN is capable of 1) adapting its 

synaptic weights to changes in the surrounding 

environment; 2) easily handling imprecise, fuzzy, 

noisy, and probabilistic information; and 3) 

generalizing to unknown tasks. ANN’s attempt to 

mimic these characteristics, often using principles 

from nervous systems to solve complex problems 

in an efficient manner. Fuzzy logic is capable of 

modeling vagueness, handling uncertainty, and 

supporting human-type reasoning. 
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     A neural network is widely regarded as a black 

box that reveals little about its predictions. 

Extraction of rules from neural nets enables 

humans to understand this prediction process in a 

better manner. Rules are a form of knowledge that 

human experts can easily verify, transmit, and 

expand. Representing rules in natural form aids in 

enhancing their comprehensibility for 

humans. This aspect is suitably handled using 

fuzzy set-theoretic concepts. 

     The relation between neural networks and 

linguistic knowledge is bidirectional [12]. 

Therefore 1) neural network-based classification 

systems can be trained by numerical data and 

linguistic knowledge and 2) fuzzy rule-based 

classification systems can be designed by 

linguistic knowledge and fuzzy rules extracted 

from neural networks. 

     Fuzzy logic and neural systems have very 

contrasting application requirements. For 

example, fuzzy systems are appropriate if 

sufficient expert knowledge about the process is 

available, while neural systems are useful if 

sufficient process data are available or 

measurable. Both approaches build nonlinear 

systems based on bounded continuous variables, 

the difference being that neural systems are 

treated in a numeric quantitative manner, whereas 

fuzzy systems are treated in a symbolic qualitative 

manner. Fuzzy systems, however, exhibit both 

symbolic and numeric features. For example, 

when treated as collections of objects 

encapsulated by linguistic labels they lend 

themselves to symbolic processing via rule-based 

operations, while by referring to the definitions of 

the linguistic labels their membership functions 

are also suitable for numeric processing. 

Therefore, the integration of neural and fuzzy 

systems leads to a symbiotic relationship in which 

fuzzy systems provide a powerful framework for 

expert knowledge representation, while neural 

networks provide learning capabilities and 

exceptional suitability for computationally 

efficient hardware implementations. The 

significance of this integration becomes even 

more apparent by considering their disparities. 

Neural networks do not provide a strong scheme 

for knowledge representation, while fuzzy logic 

controllers do not possess capabilities for 

automated learning. 

     Neuro-fuzzy computing [13], which is a 

judicious integration of the merits of neural and 

fuzzy approaches, enables one to build more 

intelligent decision-making systems. This 

incorporates the generic advantages of artificial 

neural networks like massive parallelism, 

robustness, and learning in data-rich environments 

into the system. The modeling of imprecise and 

qualitative knowledge as well as the transmission 

of uncertainty are possible through the use of 

fuzzy logic. Besides these generic advantages, the 

neuro–fuzzy approach also provides the 

corresponding application specific merits. 

     Neuro-fuzzy hybridization [13,14] is done 

broadly in two ways: a neural network equipped 

with the capability of handling fuzzy information 

[termed fuzzy-neural network (FNN)] and a fuzzy 

system augmented by neural networks to enhance 

some of its characteristics like flexibility, speed, 

and adaptability [termed neural-fuzzy system 

(NFS)]. 

In an FNN, either the input signals and/or 

connection weights and/or the outputs are fuzzy 

subsets or a set of membership values to fuzzy 

sets[15]. Usually, linguistic values such as low, 

medium, and high, or fuzzy numbers or intervals 

are used to model these. Neural networks with 

fuzzy neurons are also termed FNN as they are 

capable of processing 

fuzzy information. 

     A neural-fuzzy system (NFS), on the other 

hand, is designed to realize the process of fuzzy 

reasoning, where the connection weights of the 

network correspond to the parameters of 

fuzzy reasoning[16]. Using the backpropagation- 

type learning algorithms, the NFS can identify 

fuzzy rules. 

 

 

3. Wavelet Gabor filter 
     Gabor filters are believed to function similarly 

to the visual neurons of the human visual system. 

From an information theoretic viewpoint, 

Okajima [17][18] derived Gabor functions as 

solutions for 

a certain mutual-information maximization 

problem. 

     Among  various wavelet  bases, Gabor  

functions  provide  the  optimal  resolution  in 

both  the  time  (spatial)  and  frequency  domains,  

and  the  Gabor  wavelet  transform seems to be 

the optimal basis to extract local features for 

several reasons :  

 Biological motivation: The simple cells of 

the visual cortex of mammalian brains  

are best modeled as a family of self-

similar 2D Gabor wavelets[19].  
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 Mathematical  and  empirical motivation: 

Gabor wavelet  transform  has  both  the 

multi-resolution  and multi-orientation  

properties  and  are optimal  for 

measuring local spatial  frequencies. 

Besides,  it has been  found  to yield 

distortion  tolerance  space for pattern 

recognition tasks[19]. 

  

     The Gabor receptive field can extract the 

maximum information from local image regions. 

For face recognition applications, by experiment 

we found that the number of Gabor filters 40 

filters (5 scales and 8 orientations) is the best 

because it is get us best results in our,  in the 

following the function Gabor wavelets to generate 

one filter ( these steps are part of our programs): 

 
function GW= GaborWavelet (R, C, Kmax,  

                                           f, u, v, Delt2); 

k = ( Kmax / ( f ^ v ) ) * exp( i * u * pi/8 ); 

 
kn2 = ( abs( k ) ) ^ 2; 

GW = zeros ( R , C ); 

for m = -R/2 + 1 : R/2 

    for n = -C/2 + 1 : C/2 

         GW(m+R/2,n+C/2) = ( kn2 / Delt2 ) *    

          exp( -0.5 * kn2 * ( m ^ 2 + n ^ 2 ) /     
         Delt2) * ( exp( i * ( real( k ) * m +    

         imag (k) * n ) ) - exp ( -0.5 * Delt2 ) ); 

    end 

end 

 

4.  Neuro Fuzzy Network 
      The architecture of the NF network 

introduced by Liman P. Maguire[20] based on 

Takaj fuzzy inference system consists of three 

layers; they represent an input layer, fuzzification 

and rule layer, and output layer respectively. 

Figure 3 shows the structure of NF network . 

 
Figure 2: Structure of NeuroFuzzy Network 

  
     In order to derive a learning algorithm for a NF 

network with a gradient descent technique, the 

inference rule must use differentiable membership 

function type, for example in this work the 

Gaussian membership function will be used. 

     The adjusted parameters in the NF network can 

be divided into two categories based on if 

(antecedent) part and then (consequent) part of 

the fuzzy rules. For example in the antecedent 

part, the mean and variance are fine-tuned, 

whereas in the consequent part, the adjusted 

parameters are the consequence weights.  

     The gradient descent based on BP algorithm is 

employed to adjust the parameters in NF network 

by using training patterns. Moreover, the 

algorithm which is used for NF architecture is 

explained, both feed forward phase and the BP of 

errors as the follow: 

Forward Phase 

     This phase computes the activation values of 

all the nodes in the network from the first to third 

layers. 

1. Input layer:  The nodes in this layer only 

transmit input values (crisp values) to the next 

layer directly without modification. Thus, 

 

NixNet ii ..1          (1) 

 

Where, 
1N  is a number of neurons in the input 

layer. 

2. Fuzzification  and rule antecedent layer: The 

output function of this node is the degree that the 

input belongs to the given membership function. 

Hence, this layer acts as the fuzzifier. Each 

membership function is Gaussian and an input 

signal activates only M neighboring membership 

functions simultaneously. For a Gaussian-shaped 

membership function, the activation function for 

each node is: 
2

)( netj
i enetjf        (2) 

Where: 

0jiji wxwnetj   

jiw      Weights from neuron j in hidden  

            layer to neuron I in input layer   

ix   Input variable from neuron i in   

           input layer to bias neuron  

0jw  Weights from neuron j in   
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            hidden layer to bias neuron 

  )(netjf   output of neuron j in hidden  

                          layer 

 
3.Combination and Defuzzification layer: This 

layer performs defuzzification to produce a crisp 

output value. Among the commonly used 

defuzzification strategies, the COG method 

yielded the best result. In this layer, linear output 

activation function is used. 

Each neuron in output layer determine the output 

value by calculate output weights average for  

hidden layer as follow : 




j

k

netk
y


               (3) 

Where  
j

kjjvnetk   

kjv   weights from neuron k in 

output layer to neuron j in hidden layer 

 
Backward Phase 

     The goal of this phase is to minimize the error 

function: 

 22
1 dyE             (4) 

Where, d is the desired output. 

     The learning algorithm in NF is realized by 

adjusting connection weights of the neurons in 

output layer and hidden layer. 
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While, adaptation of centers and widths of 

membership functions is as follows: 
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5. Initialization of neuro fuzzy 

network 
        In any problem, each input variable 

(InputVariable), there are number of fuzzy set 

(fuzzySet_No),  and the number of fuzzy rules or 

number of  neuron(Hidden_No) in hidden layer 

determine as follow: 

.._....

1__

VariablenNoforInputfuzzySet

VariableNoforInputfuzzySetNoHidden





 

     To initialize network’s weights we suggest the 

following strategy where this strategy give the 

best initial weights because we added some 

experience to the generate process which 

represent the training data itself : 

 Steps to generate initial weights from n 

input  layer to n in hidden layer which 

represent center and variance for 

membership function: 

 

 

9.0k  

NobleInputVariaNofuzzySetstep _*_/(2  

 for  i = 1 : NofuzzySet_  

    for  j = 1 : NobleInputVaria _  

        

kstepstep

W

kW

j

ji







10

 

     end 

  End 
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 Steps to generate initial Weights from 

hidden layer to neuron in output layer 

which represent the parameters of 

consequent for fuzzy rule base. 

 for  k = 1 : NoableOutputVari _  

    for  j = 1 : NoHidden_  

         9.0kjw           

    end 

  end 

 

6. Training and Testing 

     In our work, the neurofuzzy network will be 

train on 128 image (69 face and 59 non face) as 

shown in figure 3 and figure 4 respectively, size 

of each image  16*27 pixel in gray scale. Then 

input layer consist of 2160 neuron and one neuron 

in output layer (0.0 for face and -0.9 for non face),  

 

and hidden layer consist of neuro depend on 

number of fuzzy set for each input variable. 

     BP algorithm will be improved by using 

adaptive learning rate as follow: 

 

)1(0
T

t
t      (9) 

Where   :0 initial learning rate 

    :T   maximum learning cycle 

    :t    current learning cycle 

  

 

     We test our network with different learning 

and momentum rate then we find that the best 

values of them are 0.6 and 0.1 respectively.          

     The training is stopped after 1000 epochs and 

it is fail if the error is increased for more than five 

sequence epochs. 

     Neurofuzzy will be trained three times (each 

time with fuzzy set number different: FuzzySet 

no.=1, FuzzySet no.=2, FuzzySet no.=3) and the 

learning parameters are kept the same in all times. 

The final values of performance measure obtained 

from training are listed in table 1 and figure 5 

shows the performance measure charts of 

neurofuzzy network. 

 

 

 

 
Table 1: Final Performance Measure (MSE) of 

neurofuzzy network 

 

Fuzzy set 
no. MSE 
1 0.003131 

2 0.001373 

3 0.002161 

 

Performance Measure Charts of NeuroFuzzy Network
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Figure 3: Performance Measure Charts of neurofuzzy network 
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Figure 4: face images  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: no face images 

 
Table 2: Results of neuro-fuzzy network in case threshold=0.2 

 

 

Image 

no. 

 

No. of  face 

in image 

No. of detect face 

in case 

Detection rate 

in case 

FSet1 FSet2 FSet3 FSet1 FSet2 FSet3 

1 7 7 7 6 100% 100% 85.6 

2 15 12 15 15 80% 100% 100% 

3 8 8 8 8 100% 100% 100% 

4 56 52 56 55 92.9% 100% 98.2% 

5 5 2 2 4 40% 40% 80% 

6 1 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 

7 3 2 2 1 66.7% 66.7% 33.3% 

8 3 3 2 2 100% 66.7% 66.7% 

 103 86 92 91 83.5% 89.3% 88.3% 
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Table 3: Results of neuro-fuzzy network in case threshold=0.35 

 

 

Image 

no. 

 

No. of  face 

in image 

No. of detect face 

in case 

Detection rate 

in case 

FSet1 FSet2 FSet3 FSet1 FSet2 FSet3 

1 7 7 7 6 100% 100% 85.7% 

2 15 11 13 14 73.3% 86.7% 93.3% 

3 8 8 8 8 100% 100% 100% 

4 56 53 54 55 94.6% 96.4% 98.2% 

5 5 2 3 3 40% 60% 60% 

6 1 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 

7 3 0 1 2 0% 33.3% 66.7% 

8 3 3 2 2 100% 66.7 66.7% 

 103 84 88 90 81.6% 85.4% 87.4% 

 

 

 
Table 4: Results of neuro-fuzzy network in case threshold=0.4 

 

 

Image 

no. 

 

No. of  face 

in image 

No. of detect face 

in case 

Detection rate 

in case 

FSet1 FSet2 FSet3 FSet1 FSet2 FSet3 

1 7 7 6 6 100% 85.7% 85.7% 

2 15 12 13 14 80% 86.7% 93.3% 

3 8 8 8 8 100% 100% 100% 

4 56  . 53 56 55 94.6% 100% 98.2% 

5 5 2 3 3 40% 60% 60% 

6 1 0 1 0 0% 100% 0% 

7 3 1 1 2 33.3% 33.3% 66.7% 

8 3 2 2 2 66.7% 66.7% 66.7% 

 103 85 90 90 82.5% 87.4% 87.4% 

 

 

 

 
Table 5: Results of neuro-fuzzy network in case threshold=0.5 

 

 

Image 

no. 

 

No. of  face 

in image 

No. of detect face 

in case 

Detection rate 

in case 

FSet1 FSet2 FSet3 FSet1 FSet2 FSet3 

1 7 7 6 6 100% 85.6% 85.6% 

2 15 12 13 13 80% 86.7% 86.7% 

3 8 8 8 8 100% 100% 100% 

4 56 54 56 55 96.4% 100% 98.2% 

5 5 2 1 2 40% 20% 40% 

6 1 0 1 0 0% 100% 0% 

7 3 1 1 1 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 

8 3 2 2 2 66.7% 66.7% 66.7% 

 103 86 88 87 83.5% 85.4% 84.5% 
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 The tables (2-5) shown the result of 8 

test images by using neurofuzzy network with 

different value of threshold (0.2, 0.35, 0.4, 0.5) 

and different number of fuzzy set(1, 2, 3 ). 

  

7. Conclusions 
 Since both of neural network and fuzzy 

logic have their limitations and advantages, 

therefore the neural network and fuzzy logic are 

combined together to pass these limitations and 

use their advantages and the neurofuzzy 

architecture has been proposed and applied for 

face detection. The neurofuzzy architecture is 

based on Takage fuzzy logic system and neural 

network algorithms.  In common Takage NF 

architecture, full connections are used to connect 

the neurons of fuzzification layer (membership 

functions). In our problem this architecture of 

connections will cause to have a huge number of 

connections therefore a new architecture is 

presented where only the neurons that facing each 

other will be connected and additional one that 

connects all the neurons of fuzzification layer 

together to cover all the possibilities. 

 In this contribution, NF scheme have been 

presented for face detection, from tables 2-5 

shown that: 

 Number of detect face and average 

detection rate in different values of 

threshold and number of fuzzy set  

threshold. 

 The best detection rate is 89.3% in case 

threshold equal 0.2 and in case number of 

fuzzy set equal 2. 

 We notice that if threshold is too small 

(like equal to 0) or too big ( like >0.5) 

even the faces detection in images the 

false detection increase.  

 Value of threshold has own great effect 

on the detect operation , where to detect 

the faces in any  image there are 

appropriate number of fuzzy set and 

appropriate threshold determine by trail 

and error therefore we can use genetic 

algorithm to determine the best number of 

fuzzy set and threshold. 

 Table 2 shown that the best result at fuzzy 

set = 2 where average of detection rate is 

89.3%. 

 Table 3 shown that the best result at fuzzy 

set = 3 where average of detection rate is 

87.4% 

 Table 4 shown that the best result at fuzzy 

set = 2 and fuzzy set = 3 where average of 

detection rate is 87.4% 

 Table 5 shown that the best result at fuzzy 

set = 2 where average of detection rate is 

85.4% 
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 المستخلص
 يىزا:  سىتررا  رشى  جىابور ال ىويج  ا تقنيىا: اللتقنية كشف الوجو استنادا الى  اننىين  ىن قدم ىذا البحث     

، حيىىث يىىتم اسىىتردا و استرمصىى: صىىنف ا ت ىىادا  مىى  ال يىىزا: التىى  كيسىىتردم  ضىىب  صىىورو ونمىىام  صىىب  
صىورو  821 مى  بية ال ضىببة درب: الشىبكة العصىوجوه . الرسم  ربعا: حول بوجوه ف  صورو  درمة ال لتحديد 

 دربىة دربى: بكسل ف   قياس الر اديىة، وىىذا يعنى  انيىا  22*  89وجو وجو غير، حجم كل صورو  96و  96)
 "وجو" و "غير وجو" .صورو  م  اارتيار بين فئتين 

ا يع  جىىالو ىىدد  رتمىىف  ىىن   ىىن الوجىىوه رتمىىف  عىىدد ب مىى  ن ىىان  صىىور  شىىتركة طريقتنىىا وقىىد تىىم ارتبىىار      
. تىىم 2ا يع ال ضىىببة ال سىىاوية لىىى  جىىال دد ىى٪ فى  حالىىة 16.8 عىىدل اكتشىىاف حصىىمنا  مىى  افضىىل وقىىد  ال ضىببة.

 .MATLAB 7.0تنفيذ  راحل ىذا الع ل ف  بيئة 
 


